
Possible Docs Cited for use in PB 

Folder 20 

Possible use w/ PB Intro. 

Material (some dupes in other folders) on the total breakdown (if that is the right 

description ...).. .of DPD on 11/24. See esp. item 10 for FBI suspicions Ruby 

access to Oswald. Doc. 11 FBI no. of 77 cops on duty in basement on 11/24. 

Item 13. Copy of Fritz notes from interview w/ Oswald. Released by JFK Lancer on 

line 8/20/2009. . . .First indication that notes were taken. . .Note that notes are 

two pages. .. whereas Oswald was interrogated on ??? no. of sessions(I have 

somewhere in Missouri presentation). . .This is all prelude to fact that SS had a 

tape recorder and sat in on these sessions. ..McCloy comments on “no notes” on 

interrogation of LHO. .. . to Rankin. Is this commented upon in WCR???? Footnote 

material... 

ltems 14 & 15 (all new) That Ruby received congrats for killing Oswald/ FBI has 

doc shows 7 pages of names who wrote to Ruby as America patriot. 15. Editorial 

in Dallas Times Herald “Spirit of Hate” lambasting Dallas for climate of hate that 

sparked the Oswald assassination. .. ***Notes in Passing that Police notified the 

hospital of possible harm to Oswald. . . .This all despite the warnings on 11/23 and 

11/24. 

Folder 18 (there is no folder 19) 

1. Hal’s note on Boggs and Ford piece in WP 6/7/’65 scoring the DPD for 

murder of Oswald. . . .Hal notes that this was a self-indictment of WC since 

it never laid blame on the DPD in WCR. . . Also indictment of the DPD which 

was also not in the WCR, , , 

6. Query posed: Did City Hall insist that Oswald be moved on Sunday at 

time when full press coverage was accommodated (despite threats)??? 

Must be raised. And 7 Where FBI head count of 150 newsmen in basement 

at time of the transfer. . . (seem these 2 items reinforce one another.)



POSSIBLE DOCS FOR USE PB EDITION, P. 2 

FOLDER 18 

8. LHO at first interview related that right after shooting he was confronted 

on the steps | front of TSBD by 2 men (crew cut/he thought SS agents. . 

-Ford and Allman. .. .His alibi... Comm. Doc. 354 

10. Batch of FBI docs on paraffin tests results on Oswald. Key one is 

11/23 esp. 89-43-???? Cite Hal’s archive... .Use this in support of Belmont 

to Tolson in September 1964 re: response to film script .. .Oswald 

according to paraffin tests did not fire a rifle. . See Key Docs.) 

11B. Stringfellow, DPD Intelligence Section ...on 11/22 at 5:15 P.M. 

notified military intelligence that Oswald had confessed to the shooting of 

Tippit. Intell Report from 12" Intelligence Corps Group (San Antonio). 89- 

43-2381C. 

12. More from 12" Intelligence . .Lt. Col. Robert E. Jones 11/22/’63 paints 

Oswald as a friend of Castro and active in pro-Castro domestic politics. . 

.Russian wife, etc. . .More of this in 12A. 

18. FBI repeated warnings to DPD re: threats against Oswald. 

19. CIA release to FBI on foreign response to Dallas. .. . US biggest banana 

republic on the planet. . .*** use in conjunction w/


